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Lacrosse Rebounder Wall Assembly Instructions

See reverse side for more instructions.

Warning:
Use caution during assembly. Inspect materials 
for any sharp edges. Adult supervision is required
for assembly by individual under the age of 18.



Unpack all parts and check for missing parts or 
pieces that may have been damaged during shipping. 

Contact Gladiator Lacrosse if you have missing 
parts or damaged pieces before proceeding.

Read through entire instruction sheet before assembly.

Step 1: Unfold the canvas surface. This may take more than one person and is best done on 
the floor or a flat surface. Do not be afraid to use a good amount of force as this is a sturdy piece. 

Attach the #3 tubes and #2 tubes into the movable steel tubes that are already attached to the 
back of the rebounder canvas surface. Be sure to lock buttons when fitting tubes together.

Step 2: Attach both #4 tubes together, making sure the locking buttons engage. Do the same 
with both #5 tubes.

Step 3: Attach the #4 tubes to the #3 tubes and the #5 tubes to the #2 tubes already in place. 
This finishes the legs of the rebounder. 

Step 4: You can now stand the rebounder right side up to lock it into position.

Step 5: To lock the rebounder into position, use the #6 pins and insert them at the desired 
angle. Make sure they are inserted fully for safety. Simply take out the pins to fold. This makes 
storing the rebounder a breeze (by simply taking out the pins to fold away).. 

Step 6: Lastly, use the black hooks provided for additional support and make sure they are 
attached to the elastic loops (if not already attached). Pull and attach to the hooks where metal 
springs are attached at the back of the canvas surface. (Note: there are 4-8 hooks)

Gladiator Lacrosse stands behind all of its products when used under normal conditions. For 
additional assistance, questions or concern, please visit our website at gladiatorlacrosse.com 
or email us at support@gladiatorlacrosse.com. View our Gladiator Lacrosse Rebounder Wall 
Assembly video for additional assistance in assembling this product.
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